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Abstract: We studied the feasibility of image-based quantitative analysis of foxing stains on collections
of old (16th–20th century) European books stored in the Rare Book Library of the Seoul National
University in Korea. We were able to quantitatively determine the foxing affected areas on books from
their photographs using a newly developed image processing software (PicMan) including cultural
property characterization applications, specifically. Dimensional and color analysis of photographs
were successfully done quantitatively. Histograms of RGB (red, green, blue) pixels of photographs
clearly showed the change in color distribution of foxing stains compared to the other areas of the
photographs. Several sample images of quantitative measurement of foxing stains and virtually
restored images were generated to provide easy visual inspection and comparison between restored
images and the original photographs. Image quality, resolution, and digital file format requirements
for quantitative analysis are described. Image-based quantitative analysis of foxing stains on paper
documents are found to be very promising towards automation for objective characterization of
photographs of cultural properties. This technique can be used to create a cultural property digital
database. Quantitative and statistical analysis techniques can be introduced to monitor the effect of
storage and conservation environment on the cultural properties.
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1. Introduction

Digital archiving, image analysis, and virtual restoration of ancient documents, photographs, art
pieces, and cultural heritages are of growing interest [1–4]. Since digital photography, scanning, and
imaging techniques have become widely available, the usage of digital images, including photographs,
have virtually exploded since 1990, the beginning of a “digital era” in photography. As digital
photography and imaging technology continues to improve, the potential for the manipulation and
use of digital images increases as well. Artificial manipulation of digital images requires basic
knowledge of the digital image file format and skillful insight to transform original images into
desired (perhaps highlighted) images in art form. Digital photographic images can be very useful for
non-contact, non-destructive quantitative characterization and measurement of physical dimensions,
and distribution of color and brightness at the image plane, provided that digital photographic images
have negligible distortion, color shift, white balance, and contrast related problems [5,6]. Appropriate
digital photographic images are a great source of information for non-contact and non-destructive
quantitative characterization and recording of conditions of cultural heritages, including old paper
documents, at the time of photographing. By comparing photographs taken at different points in time,
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the change in conditions of cultural properties can be characterized and quantified for record keeping
and making rational decisions towards optimization of conservation conditions and restoration [5,6].

Foxing stains develop on paper with time. Foxing stains typically appear as either spotty or
diffused areas on aged paper documents with yellowish, brownish, reddish, or blackish colors [7,8].
One can easily discern foxing stains from photographic images by their visual appearance (typically
localized change of color). For record keeping and characterizing the degree of deterioration and
degradation of printed paper documents with aging, photography is done either on a regular basis
or on an as needed basis. However, the characterization of the affected areas is not easy. Depending
on the level of experience and the skills of the personnel handling document characterization, the
outcome can vary significantly due to the subjective nature of visual inspection.

There are many image processing software programs which manipulate color, brightness, and
enable editing or cropping. However, they are not designed for measurement or quantitative analysis
of length, area, perimeter, circularity, geometric characteristics, coloration, and so on. Most of all,
images are used primarily for viewing or reporting. Very valuable and insightful information in
the photographic images are rarely preserved due to the lack of convenient and easy-to-use image
processing and image analysis software. It would be beneficial to develop image-based analysis
techniques which are both quantitative and objective for characterizing foxing stains on old printed
paper documents from the development of personnel independent characterization and conservation
points of view.

In this paper, we studied the feasibility of image-based quantitative analysis of foxing stains on
collections of old (16th–20th century) European books stored in the Rare Book Library of the Seoul
National University in Korea. Quantification of the degree of foxing, determining foxing affected areas
and their distribution in books and documents, using image-based analysis is the main scope of this
study. We were able to objectively determine the foxing affected areas on books using image processing
software (PicMan) developed for quantitative analysis and information extraction. Foxing stains were
quantitively measured based on colors in the images of foxed material. Root cause analysis of foxing
stains is not a scope of this study. Root cause of foxing has to be studied separately from material
science, biological, and chimerical points of view.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

In 2016, Dr. Se-Kyung (Sue) Oh Shklar, an alumni of Seoul National University, Korea and a
former professor of Pharmacy at Massachusetts Institute of Technology donated her late husband’s
(Gerald Shklar (1924–2015), DDS, Professor of Department of Oral Medicine, Infection, and Immunity
at the Harvard School of Dental Medicine) 329 volume, personal collection of rare books (published in
16th–20th century) related to the history of medicine to Seoul National University. Since then, Dr. Oh
has donated an additional 1464 books for humanities, arts, and architecture in August and November
2016. Upon the donation of the rare books, the Central library of Seoul National University allocated a
personal library section and named his collections as SHKLAR books in the rare book archives library.
SHKLAR books consists of 1793 books (329 books on natural science and medicine, 417 books on the
humanities and art, and 1047 books on paintings, architecture, and music). Books were written in
six languages (599 in English, 74 in French, 33 in Latin, 38 in Germen, one in Dutch, and one in an
unidentified language). There were four 16th century books, nine 17th century books, 73 18th century
books, 354 19th century books, 297 20th century books, and nine books with no publication date [9,10].

In an effort to collect and record the current condition of the books, photographs were taken
from 760 of 1793 SHKLAR books from October to November 2017. During our initial inspection,
we found many foxing stains inside the cover pages of 19th and 20th century books. For foxing
stain characterization and affected area measurements, mainly 19th and 20th century books were
selected. The older books tend to have more physical damage and are not as suited for proper foxing
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characterization and affected area measurement using photographed images. Approximately 10% of
the 760 imaged books which showed were analyzed in the course of this study.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Photographing

The scope of this project is to make a fast, digital record of a large collection of SHKLAR books
as a reference and a preservation measure for future activities. Front and back covers were visually
inspected for damage and the damaged portions of the cover pages were measured using image
analysis techniques to obtain measurements of the foxed areas. The first pages facing the front and
back covers were mainly photographed. A digital camera with a document stand was used with
lighting equipment for the photography. A Canon EOS 5D Mark III camera with 2640 × 3960 pixels
(>10 M Pixels) was used. The distance between the camera and book, lighting condition, shutter speed
(exposure time), f number, and focal length were adjusted, using design of experiment protocols for
best photography results with no saturation and no color shift. For foxing stain characterization, color
information on the digital photographs is essential. All books were photographed with a small (20 cm
long) grayscale and color separation guide by Danes-Picta (Figure 1) [11].
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Figure 1. A small (20 cm long) grayscale and color separation guide by Danes-Picta used in this
study [11].

Figure 2 shows three photographs of the inside cover of 19th and 20th century SHKLAR collection
books with the grayscale and color separation guide. Photographs only show the color separation
guide portion. Figure 2a,b was taken at a focal length of 53 mm, while Figure 2c was taken at a
focal length of 47 mm. Thus, the magnification of Figure 2c was slightly higher than for the other
photographs. Details of photographing conditions of sample books are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Example photographs of books for foxing stain characterization of 20th century European
books from the Seoul National University SHKLAR collection in Korea: (a) Thousand Nights and a
Night, (b) OPUS MAJUS, and (c) De BUFFON.

Table 1. Summary of photographing conditions of sample books.

Title of Book Thousand Nights
and a Night OPUS MAJUS DE BUFFON

Year Published MDCCCXCIIII
(1894)

MCMXXVIII
(1928)

MCMXXVII
(1927)

Photographing
Conditions

Camera Canon EOS 5D
Mark III

Canon EOS 5D
Mark III

Canon EOS 5D
Mark III

Focal Length 53 mm 53 mm 47 mm

F-Stop f/11 f/11 f/11

Exposure Time 1/15 s 1/15 s 1/15 s

ISO-Speed ISO-200 ISO-200 ISO-200

2.2.2. Image Data File Format and Characteristics

The raw image data files were saved in CR2 format. A CR2 file is a raw camera image created
by Canon’s EOS 5D Mark III digital camera. Other Canon digital cameras also store image files in
the CR2 format. It stores uncompressed image data exactly as it was captured by the image sensor.
The camera provides an option to save image files in JPG (or JPEG) format. CR2 files are based on
the TIFF file specification and typically used by professional photographers because they store higher
quality, uncompressed images. The drawback is the large file size. It is cumbersome to store and
handle significantly large quantities of large size image files.

Depending on the usage of image data, super-high quality images such as CR2 file format images
may be required to make a perfect print replica or high quality digital archives. Some applications such
as paper foxing characterization and affected area measurement may not need high resolution images
because area measurement accuracy higher than 1 mm2 is neither required nor practical. Sometimes,
productivity comes before perfection. For onsite characterization and image processing, one often
faces limitations in high performance work stations, analytical equipment, accessibility to the materials
of interest, and the project period itself. We have to find adequate, yet practical solutions applicable to
the field operations.
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The JPG image file format provides smaller image file size by compression techniques. Image
compression may result in data loss and image quality deterioration. However, it will greatly reduce
the computational load for PC-based image analysis due to the smaller size of image files. This
may provide practical solutions for foxing stain characterization and affected area measurement with
measurement accuracies of around 1 mm2. Optimizing image file format and number of pixels for
1 mm2 area measurement accuracy must be evaluated for finding practical solutions for the significantly
labor-intensive project in under 4 months. We reduced image sizes in JPG format to find practical
solutions resulting in acceptable area measurement accuracy of 1 mm2 for the field work without using
super high performance personal notebook computers.

As summarized in Table 2, the average file size of three CR2 files with 2640 × 3960 pixels was
16.7 MB while the average size of three JPG files with 3850 × 5760 pixels was 5.1 MB (approximately
30% of the size of CR2 files). If we further reduce the image size to 25% in both X and Y directions
(960 × 1440 pixels from 3850 × 5760 pixels), the file size becomes significantly smaller. The average
file size became 259 KB, which is 1.55% of the average CR2 file size of 16.7 MB. The total of 960 ×
1440 pixels (reduced to 25% in X,Y directions, area (number of pixels) is reduced to 6.25% of original
JPG image files) is sufficient for the project goals of 1 mm2 area measurement accuracy. This is a good
image file format and size. As long as the size of images is kept at 72 dpi or higher in minimum
compression or lossless JPG file formats, we can achieve sufficient color and spatial resolution with
manageable image file size.

Table 2. Summary of image file characteristics of sample books.

Title of Book Thousand Nights
and a Night OPUS MAJUS DE BUFFON

Year Published MDCCCXCIIII
(1894)

MCMXXVIII
(1928)

MCMXXVII
(1927)

CR2 File Format
File Size 16.1 MB

(16,986,484 bytes)
17.0 MB

(17,878,912 bytes)
16.9 MB

(17,802,920 bytes)

Image Size 2640 × 3960 pixels 2640 × 3960 pixels 2640 × 3960 pixels

JPG File Format

File Size 4.69 MB
(4,925,441 bytes)

5.34 MB
(5,607,891 bytes)

5.15 MB
(5,404,514 bytes)

Image Size 3850 × 5760 pixels 3850 × 5760 pixels 3850 × 5760 pixels

Resolution 72 dpi 72 dpi 72 dpi

JPG File Format
Reduced to 25% in

X, Y Directions

File Size 243 KB
(249,686 bytes)

243 KB
(249,268 bytes)

291 KB
(298,451 bytes)

Image Size 960 × 1440 pixels 960 × 1440 pixels 960 × 1440 pixels

Resolution 72 dpi 72 dpi 72 dpi

2.2.3. Resolution Requirement for Image Data File

To estimate the dpi (dots per inch) requirement for 1 mm2 area measurement accuracy, the
resolution (dots/mm), equivalent length per dot (mm/dot), and minimum measurable area (mm2/dot)
were calculated and summarized in Table 3. The resolution of both JPG format image files has 72 dpi.
It is equivalent to 2.8 dots/mm. One dot is equal to 0.36 mm in length. Thus, for one dot (one pixel:
one dot in both X, Y directions), the minimum measurable area, is calculated to be 0.130 mm2. JPG
image files with 72 dpi have 7.7 times higher area measurement resolution of 1 mm2. For 1 mm2

area measurement resolution, JPG image files with 26 dpi will be sufficient for the purpose. Since the
JPG images with 960 × 1440 pixels already have manageable image file size using ordinary notebook
PCs, we decided to use this size image for foxing characterization and affected area measurements in
this study.
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We are not suggesting that 26 dpi is good enough. We were only using that as an example of
a minimum requirement for the minimum measurable area of 1 mm2/pixel. We believe that 72 dpi
resolution would be the practical resolution from both image quality and image size points of view.
We used 72 dpi images for image analysis in the course of this study.

Table 3. Required image resolution for proper paper foxing stain area measurement.

dpi
(dots per inch)

Resolution
(dots/mm)

Equivalent Length per Dot
(mm/dot)

Minimum Measurable Area
(mm2/dot)

26 1.0 1.00 1.000
72 2.8 0.36 0.130

150 5.9 0.17 0.029
300 11.8 0.085 0.007
600 23.6 0.042 0.002

2.2.4. Image Processing Software (PicMan)

Newly developed image processing and analysis software, PicMan (WaferMasters, Inc., California,
U.S.A.) for quantitative analysis and information extraction was used in this study. The software can
handle digital image files and video files of various formats. Color and brightness of every pixel, on
images and video files, can be collected, analyzed, and highlighted using various functions. Custom
functions can also be added if necessary. Unlike other image handling software, it can extract necessary
numerical data in images and movies for quantitative and statistical analysis. It also helps users to
easily highlight the regions of interest by selected color and brightness levels of pixels in the image.
It is very convenient and easy-to-use image processing and analysis software for many applications
including cultural property characterization, conservation, preservation, and restoration applications.

We have used other well-known image processing software previously. However, image processing
software often requires high-end computers or workstations with very high computing power and
significantly large size memories. This complicates onsite image-based quantitative analysis using
personal computers or notebook computers on site. If image size is larger, for example high resolution
TIFF images, it took a very long time to process a single image.

This was the reason why we developed a new image processing software (PicMan) which does
not require installation (only an execution file) and only takes small memory space (<10 MB). This is
very important features of PicMan making onsite photographing and analysis possible without high
end computer equipment. PicMan’s batch processing capability makes analysis of a large number of
images faster and accurate. Analyzed numerical data and highlighted image export capability are also
added benefits.

PicMan is capable of opening and processing various formats of still images and video files such
as JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG, TIF, DM3, ND2, MP4, AVI, and so on. Examples of still and video image files
can be found in [12–15]. PicMan is now commercially available from WaferMasters, Inc. Customization
of software functions is also available.

3. Results

For this foxing stain characterization and affected area measurement example, a small JPG file
with 960 × 1440 pixels in area and 291 KB in size of ‘DE BUFFON’ book image was used (Figure 3).
Similar foxing stain characterization and affected area measurement were done for other images. To
avoid redundancy, only one foxing stain characterization and affected area measurement example
is given.
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Figure 3. An example for foxing stain characterization of 20th century European books from the Seoul
National University SHKLAR collection in Korea.

3.1. Color and Brightness Analysis Using PicMan

In a screen captured image of PicMan, foxing affected regions with area measurement values
and color and brightness of RGB (red, green, blue) pixels on the vertical line on the book image
were highlighted, indicated by blue arrows (Figure 4). The area measurement values were calculated
based on the small (20 cm long) grayscale and color separation guide photographed with the book.
Forty millimeters (40 mm) on the scale was 180 pixels in the photograph, taken at a focal length of
47 mm. One pixel is equal to 0.22 mm in length. Thus, the resolution of length measurement in this
image is calculated to be 0.22 mm/pixel. The area of one pixel in the image is equal to 0.048 mm2.
Consequently, the area measurement resolution is 0.048 mm2. It has more than two times the minimum
area measurement resolution target value of 1 mm2. This was the minimum area measurement using
the small JPG image file (1/4 × 1/4 = 1/16 of the area of original JPG file).

The brightness of all pixels in RGB colors, on the vertical line indicated by the blue arrows, are
shown as line graphs in the left side of the book image. Red, green, blue, and gray lines correspond to
the change in brightness levels in RGB components and their average in 0–255 (28 = 256 level scale).
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As seen in the Figure 4, line segments affected by foxing stains showed significant brightness variations
in blue color and green color components while brightness levels of the red color component were
reasonably flat across the vertical line.

Based on this correlation between blue and green color brightness (intensity) reduction and the
degree of foxing stain, we can easily define the foxing stain affected regions and calculate the areas
of individual regions using the scaling reference of 0.22 mm/pixel (or 0.048 mm2/pixel) (Figure 4).
Since we can measure the total area of the book, the number of foxing stain affected regions, areas of
individual and total foxing stain affected regions, statistical analysis of foxing stain on the book can
be done at the time of photographing. The statistical analysis results can be used as a quantitative
measure of determining the degree of foxing stain damage.
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National University SHKLAR collection in Korea.

3.2. Histograms of RGB Colors

The image of book with foxing stains has 497,080 pixels (= 578 × 860 pixels) in total. Brightness
levels of all 497,080 pixels of RGB colors on the book image were extracted and plotted as histograms
(Figure 5). Since all colors have 8 bit information, the brightness range falls into 256 levels (28 = 256,
0–255 in value). Most of the book has bright (white) background and brightness levels of all RGB colors
distributed above 200 in brightness level. Color variations from foxing stains cause the extension
of tails for the blue and green colors as seen from the line intensity graph in Figures 4 and 5. Color
variations from foxing stains are easily recognizable in the histogram having brightness levels in the
range of 128–255 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Histograms of brightness levels of RGB (red, green, blue) channels of the original photograph
in 0–255 (top left graph) and 128–255 (top right graph).

3.3. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis results on the image of the book with foxing stains are summarized in Tables 4
and 5. The total number of isolated regions of foxing stains was counted to be 28. Minimum, average,
and maximum areas of isolated regions affected by foxing stains were calculated and summarized
in the table. The range and standard deviation of 28 isolated regions were also calculated for
reference. Perimeter, base, height, equivalent diameter assuming a perfect circle, area-to-perimeter
ratio, circularity, and centroids of x, y coordinates on the image were also calculated and provided
in the tables. Note that the origin (x = 0, y = 0) of the image coordinate is the top left corner. This is
different from conventional Cartesian (rectangular) coordinates used in mathematics. Y values become
larger as they go down to the bottom. There are no negative values in x and y coordinates in image files.
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The area-to perimeter ratio is related to the degree of circularity in isolated regions. However, it
is not normalized, and the values are proportional to the equivalent radius (one half of equivalent
diameter assuming the isolated region as a perfect circle). The circularity is a normalized value
independent of equivalent radius. The circularity value ranges from 0 to 1. The circularity 0 means that
there is a length but no area (i.e., a line). The circularity 1 means that the area (πr2) is r/2 of perimeter
(2πr), where r is an equivalent diameter (i.e, a perfect circle). The circularity indicates the shape and
foxing stain generation mechanism.

The total area of the book image is measured to be 23,857.6 mm2 and the area sum of 28 foxing
stain affected regions was measured to be 2571.7 mm2. A total of 10.8% of the paper was affected by
some foxing stain. Quantitative measurement and statistical analysis of foxing stain affected regions
were successfully demonstrated using the image processing and analysis software (PicMan).

Table 4. Summary of foxing stain characterization.

Area
(mm2)

Perimeter
(mm)

Base
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Equiv. Dia.
(mm)

Area to
Perim. Ratio

Circularity
(0–1)1

Centroid (Pixel)

X Y

Min. 1.3 3.7 1.1 1.1 1.3 0.3 0.19 19.6 27.2

Avg. 91.8 47.7 7.1 11.3 5.0 0.6 0.77 313.3 359.9

Max. 2263.0 869.2 95.8 177.1 53.7 2.6 1.00 551.6 852.8

Range 2261.8 865.6 94.7 176.0 52.4 2.3 0.81 532.0 825.7

Stdev. 426.0 163.4 17.8 33.8 9.8 0.4 0.22 176.4 256.5
1 The circularity (roundness) is used to describe how close an object is to a true circle using a number between 0 and
1. A true circle is 1 and numbers become smaller as the perimeter increases for a given area.

Table 5. Summary of foxing stain characterization.

Item Measured Value Unit

Number of foxing stain affected regions 28 ea
Sum of foxing stain affected area 2571.7 mm2

Total area of image (book) 23,857.6 mm2

Percentage of foxing stain affected area 10.8 %

3.4. Highlighted and Decorated Images

In addition to the quantitative and statistical summary of image-based characterization results,
it is very important to visualize the characterization results as images for easy recognition and easy
comparison. One can grasp the point instinctively by looking at highlighted images of characterization
results with their numerical summary.

Figure 6 shows (a) the original photograph, (b) bleaching by using threshold switching functions
of PicMan for exctracting printed images, and (c) an image after color inversion. The red library seal
and foxing stains were removed after virtual restoration by image processing.

Foxing stain characterization results are expressed in Figure 7 in three different ways. Isolated
regions affected by foxing stains were highlighted with red lines. Area measurement values were
displayed next to the highlighted regions (Figure 7a). Printed letters were eliminated and regions
affected by foxing stains were filled with black color for easy recognition of the affected region
(Figure 7b). Contour lines were added to the original photographic image for local characterization of
the degree of foxing stains in the top right corner region (Figure 7c).
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Figure 7. Various expressions of foxing stain characterization results using image processing software
(PicMan). (a) Determination and quantification of areas affected by foxing stains; (b) highlighted
photographic image of foxing stains (black letters are inverted); (c) local characterization example for
foxing stains using contour mapping.

4. Discussion

It is important to establish objective guidelines for effective record keeping, preservation,
conservation, and restoration of old printed paper documents in the foxing process. Periodic
photography and photographic image analyses will provide an important database for assessing and
optimizing preservation, storage, and conservation environments for old paper documents.

As the performance of photographing equipment such as digital cameras and scanners improve,
resolution and file size of images tend to increase dramatically. In the case of TIFF format images,
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one image file size can easily exceed a few hundred MB and are sometimes larger than 1 GB. It is
very difficult to store, handle, and process such large size image files. Even though it is not an ideal
situation, lossless PNG files, with medium size and lossy JPG files, with small size, may be used for
projects, depending on the objectives of the tasks. Physical size of images and magnification of images
(related to resolution) also need to be optimized for practical purposes.

Many people in this field, including image processing experts, try to store large size image files.
Preservation of super-fine digital images and from the fixity point of view, file format and size may
be very important, so as not to lose details and not to modify color information [4]. However, it is
important to find practical solutions which can be accepted by front line researchers in the field with
limited access to high performance equipment. As discussed before, determining manageable size
(physical size and file size) images, with sufficient resolutions for the task, must be investigated and
defined so that all tasks can be completed with reasonable accuracy within the intended period of the
project using available resources (people, equipment, technology, time, and budget).

Quantitative characterization and statistical analysis of foxing stains from photographic images
using image processing and analysis software (PicMan) has demonstrated very promising feasibility
for objective systematic characterization. Various image processing, image analysis, and image
highlighting techniques were successfully demonstrated for foxing stain characterization. This
image-based quantification and statistical analysis technique can be applied for many applications in
cultural heritage recording, characterization, preservation, conservation, and restoration applications.

5. Conclusions

The feasibility of image-based quantitative analysis of foxing stains was studied for collections
of old (16th–20th century) European books stored in the Rare Book Library of the Seoul National
University in Korea. Quantitative characterization of the foxing affected areas on books from their
photographic images was successfully demonstrated using a newly developed image processing
software (PicMan). This image-based quantitative characterization method and technique can be
applied for other cultural property characterization applications. Dimensional and color analysis of
photographic images can be done easily and quantitatively. Histograms of RGB pixels of photographic
images also provide additional reference for judgement. Importance of image quality, resolution, and
digital file format requirement considerations were reviewed. Image-based quantitative analysis of
foxing stains on paper documents including books are found to be very promising towards automation
for objective characterization of photographic images of cultural properties. This technique can be
used for a cultural property digital archive. Quantitative and statistical analysis techniques can be very
useful for monitoring the effect of storage and conservation environment on the cultural properties. It
can be applied for many applications in cultural heritage recording, characterization, preservation,
conservation, and restoration applications.
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